
PHONETICS

ffce alphabet? The chabacano alpha-

ln has the same letters as the Spanish

jUiibet with the exception of letters, f,

H, ind z. It consists of twenty-five let-

IHI, five of which are vowels and twenty,

QtS.

Gg (ge) Oo (o)

Hh (ache) Pp (pe)

li (i) Qq (qu)

Jj (jota) Rr (erre)

Kk (ka) Ss (ese)

LI (ele) Tt (te)

LIU (elle) Uu (u)

Mm (eme) Xx (equis)

Nn (ene) Yy (ye)

Nn (ene)

The vowels,^ The chabacano vowels

are a, c, i, o, u. There are certain dif-

ferences in the timbre of some of them

which distinguish them from those of

the Spanish. These differences may be

attributed to the disposition of the artic-

ulatory organs as a whole and princi-

pally to the position of the tongue. Ex-

amples of them are:

The letters of the alphabet and their

imundations are as follows:

At (a)

Bb (be)

Cc (se)

Chch (che)

Dd (de)

Ee (e)
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^Observations. The exception of the letter f

comes from the observation that all chabacano

words derived from Spanish words, where there

occurs the letter f, do not have the same pronun-

ciation as their originals. The letter f is not pro-

nounced as f but as p. In the same manner, this

occurs with the v which is not pronounced as
y

but as b. and the letters c (before vowels e and i)

and % whidi are not pronounced as z peninsular

Spanish but as s. For this reason, the spelling of

the letter c before the vowels a, o, u has been

retained in chabacano words (as in Spanish) while

before e and i has been changed to ». (See Nouns

Verbs, Adjectives, and Adverbs.)

•Observations: It will be noted that most of the

open sounds occur in words of Tagalog or Visayan

origin while closed sounds are found in Spanish

derivatives.

Under Open Sonnds the final a of palaka, gata,

and pati, the final e of hende and ole (agaiifi)

and the o of ego are hard and open.
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